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Security Is Our Mission

Mezory Opened A New Branch In Dubai, U.A.E.
"It’s A New Beginning." said Mr. Gus Naif the Operations Manager of Mezory LLC, a
highly regarded American CCTV system provider, during the ceremony organized to
launch the new branch in Dubai UAE.

"The new branch in Dubai Silicon Oasis will provide better business relationships with
our partners and clients which will lead to performance increase, quality improvement,
and fulfill designated business objectives." Continue Mr. Naif, who urged his
employees to stay consistent and productive to create a unique company place and
reputation as a superior provider of high quality CCTV products.

Contact Us
info@mezory.net
www.mezory.net

Mr. Naif proceed that "Mezory will continue to enhance its clients operations by
providing a secure work environment. We will keep working outside our regular
channels to source and develop most reliable, complete, and cost effective solutions
and solve most challenging problems while maintaining standards."

Mr. Naif also told the audience that “Mezory is a dimensional company that produce
Mezory CCTV
Two CityPlace Drive,
Suite 200
St. Louis, MO 63141
U.S.A.
+1 314 812 2757

wide varying spectrum of CCTV products to include Analog, HD-SDI, and IP. The
company assures that each professional team member has the knowledge,
qualifications, and experience needed to listen to and understand the client’s needs,
then provide the right solution.”
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Mezory CCTV
Participation in Intersec
Mezory Enhanced HD-SDI Solution
2015

Are you seeking HD resolution CCTV analogue solution? MEZORY HD-SDI solution

Mezory CCTV will be one of the makes it possible to transmit Full HD 1080P resolution through existing analog
exhibitors in Dubai INTERSEC infrastructure. It has a significant real WDR performance at 30fps and supports 30p, 60p
2015 exhibition, which is the and 60i which can be adjusted by user selection.
largest

most Real WDR (30p with 100m Support)

and

comprehensive exhibition and A powerful and ultra-advanced Real WDR
conference for security, safety technology that captures cleaner and superior
and fire protection in the high resolution images even
Middle East. Intersec 2015, 18- when a strong back light present.
20 January, will be in Dubai,  Real WDR 30p with 100m
support

UAE.
Please

visit

us

at

booth  30p & 60p switchable from DSP

number S2-E44 at the USA
Pavilion.
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environments

UAE Spends $8.6M on
Airport Security.

Full High Definition
HD Cameras provides up to 5 times

UAE airport security spending higher resolution compared to
resolution
cameras.
has been estimated at Dh31.6 standard
Therefore, one HD camera can replace
3~4 standard cameras which can
significantly

reduce

the

total

installation cost. In addition, the 16:9
wide screen formats provides much
wider coverage than standard 4:3
million ($8.6 million) for 2014, cameras which makes it possible to
accounting for 23 % of the total cover wider areas with one HD camera.
Middle East expenditure in the Defog
Helps get the vivid image in harsh environment such as foggy or rainy weather.
sector.
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Smart-IR
Allows the user to adjust in some
applications where the close object is
saturated and overexposed. This
feature eliminates saturation of video
Mezory CCTV is proud to
image for the close object in dark
announce
launching new condition by control of IR sensitivity.

Coming Soon:
HD-SDI Product Line.

product line to the market
3D-DNR
Prevents blurry image of moving
The
new
product
line objects and it activates only if moving
technology is HD-SDI (high objects are appearing in the scene.
within Q1 2015.

definition

serial

digital

interface) which deliver high
definition high quality analog

Cameras In Specialty Applications

video signal

Think video surveillance cameras are used only for security applications? There are
dozens of ways in which they're not. One of history's great twists of irony occurred in
Wales in October 1913, when a disastrous mine explosion killed 439 miners. What was
the source of the irony?

Share Your Thoughts

To help protect the miners, their employer had installed low-voltage signaling bells to
improve communication and safety in the mines. But far from protecting the miners'
safety, one of these bells produced a spark that touched off methane gas present in the
mine, triggering the tragic blast.

If you have suggestions or
security best practice that you
would like us to share with
others, please email us at
info@mezory.net

Quote

Just as back then, technology today is utilized to track workers'
safety procedures; new Security Systems Extreme CCTV cameras
for harsh environments are engineered to contain explosions
within their housing, meaning the cameras won't produce a spark
that could ignite a potentially explosive environment.
Today's open architecture and convergence of solutions enable
video surveillance systems to be integrated with other systems in
a facility or enterprise.

In fact, the applications for video surveillance are unlimited and growing quickly outside
security field. One of the most important applications is to protect workers in oil, gas and
are going, any road will get you petrochemical facilities, both offshore and on shore. Any surveillance cameras in those
environments are not for security, they’re used for safety or process monitoring.
there" - Lewis Carroll
Because these environments are very volatile, employees working in them need to be
monitored to ensure they are safe.
"If you don’t know where you

